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Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main feature. Click here to see the sample response: Difficult graph question #37: The tables below show the workforce profile in high-ranking jobs by ethnicity and race in South Africa based on a 2015/16 report. Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main features and
making comparisons when relevant. Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the correlation description of the table below. Click here to see the sample response: Difficult chart question # 24: The following diagram shows the environmental problems posed by a product during your life cycle. Click here to see the sample response:
Difficult graph question #38: The bar table below shows Scotland's exports to the rest of the UK and the rest of the world for 2014. Click here for the sample response: Difficult chart question #36 : The diagram shows the procedure for college admission for high school graduates. Write a report for a university professor who describes the information
in the table below. It can be clearly seen that there are seven steps in the product manufacturing process, starting with planning and design and culminating in recycling and these steps have negative consequences for the environment. Write a report for a university professor who describes the information given. Click here to see the sample
response: Difficult graph question # 39: The graph below shows the top priorities of business companies in the United States in 2016. Click here to see the sample response: Difficult graph question #26: The graph below shows the number of complaints made about noise to theof environmental health in the city of Newtown between 1980 and 1996.
Click here to see the sample response: Difficult Graph Question # 21: The tables below provide information about the ages of the populations of Yemen and Italy in 2000 and the projections for 2050. Click Here for the Sample Response: {JComments On} Click here to see the sample response: sample:GRANE QUESTION # 30: The figure shows the
results of a survey of 1000 adolescents in five different countries. Vocabulian essay Details of the vocabulary related to the last update: Monday, August 17, 2020 17:49 Written by IELTS MENTOR HITS: 98213 â ”must spend about 20 minutes in this task. As the name implies, "a process" describes how something works. Summarize the information by
selecting and informing the main characteristics, and make comparisons when corresponding. Click here to see the sample answer: Different Gráfico Question # 19: Circular graphics below show units of electricity production by fuel source Australia and France in 1980 and 2000. Difficult grace question # 1: The following diagram shows the typical
stages of the manufacture of consumer products, including the process by which the information is resumed to previous stages to allow adjustment. To begin with, the manufacture of products begins with planning and design. Click here to see the sample answer: Different Granic Question # 12: The following table provides information on the use of
the Internet in six categories per age group. Summarize the information by selecting and informing the main characteristics, and make comparisons when corresponding. Updated last details: Thursday, October 19, 2017 20:53 written by IELTS MENTOR HITS: 204016 in the academic task of writing ielts 1, will have one or more graphic (usually one
to three) and You must summarize the information or write a report about the data presented in 20 minutes. Click here to see the sample answer: Different -grass question # 17: The diagrams below show the silkworm life cycle and the stages in the production of silk fabric. Click here to see the sample answer: Question of Differer # 20: The following
diagram shows the stages and equipment used in the cement manufacturing process and the cement is used to produce concrete for construction purposes. Write a report for a university professor who describes the process shown. Click here to see the sample response: Diffyile Diffyile # # 35: The graphs indicate the source of complaints about the
Bank of America and the amount of time it takes to have the complaints resolved. It is clearly seen that these two steps have a direct impact on the environment. [Author - Mo Alaa] Sample Answer 2: The diagram illustrates environmental issues created by a consumer product during its lifecycle. Model Answer 1: The given diagram depicts the
lifecycle of a product and the consequences due to its manufacturing. The map shows two possible sites for the supermarket. Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where relevant. Plan B shows the same place in the present day. Describe the information in the table and make comparisons
where appropriate. Write a report for a university teacher describing the information shown in the diagrams below. Click here for Sample Answer: Difficult Graph Question # 9: The diagram below shows the process by which bricks are manufactured for the building industry. Click here for Sample Answer: Difficult Graph Question # 32: The following
diagram shows how rainwater is reused for domestic purposes.Ã Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and make comparisons where relevant. Write a report for a university lecturer describing the information below. Noting that packaging and sales might include adding covers on the product and using bags for
selling it, which surely have a negative effect on the environment. The first chart shows the main reason for learning a foreign language. Some diagrams or graphs are easy to examine and present. Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and making comparisons where relevant. Ã»Â You should write at least 150
words. Click here for Sample Answer: Difficult Graph Question # 14: The graphs show enrolment in different colleges in the Higher Colleges of Technology in 1999. Of course, disposing the product makes it a load for the environment while recycling reduces the amount of materials needed for production. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty
Graph Question # 16: The diagram below shows how the Australian Meteorology Office collects up-to-date information about time to produce reliable forecasts. Once finished, the next step, the consumption of energy materials and resources, takes place to what follows the manufacture of the product. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty
Graph Question # 7: The diagram below gives information about the Hawaiian island chain in the center of the Pacific Ocean. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty Graph Question # 22: Diagrams show a structure that is used to generate wave power electricity. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficult Chart Question # 4: The chart
represents the amount of money per week spent on fast food in Britain. These two steps consume natural resources and emit waste and CO2 that is harmful to the environment. The elimination of products seriously harms the environment. Describe the information shown to a university/colege teacher. The products are unquestionably used by
customers who discard the product or recycle it. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty Graph Question #34: The bar chart shows the proportions of English men and women of different ages who lived alone in 2011. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty Question # 28: The following diagram shows how greenhouse gases catch the energy
of the Sun. Participants were asked at what age they believed that certain rights and responsibilities should be accorded to young people. Click herethe show Answer: Difficulty Question # 13: The following table shows the number of medals won by the top ten countries at the London 2012 Olympic Games. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty
Figure Question # 3: The chartIt shows the amount spent on six consumer goods in four European countries. Here is the list of such graphic questions with links to model answers that many students find differ from answering. Add the information choosing and describe the main idea, and make comparisons when appropriate. However, there are
some that require you to observe more closely and plan correctly to respond. Click here to get the Sample Answer: GRANFIC DIFFICULT Question # 2: The graph # 29: The tables of cake below show responses from foreign language teachers in Great Britain to a survey of what their students are learning a foreign language. The graph shows the
trends in the consumption of ranks. If you are asked to write a report based on a process in your ielts Academic Writing Task 1, you are suggested that you look at the close process to understand how the steps of the processes work individually and how they are connected to complete the process. Click here for the Sample Answer: Difficulty Question
# 10: The graph that appears below shows alcohol -related deaths in 7 different pairs and average beer consumption in 2005. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty Question # 40: The grasses of the bar and the grass of the line . Then, the product is sold to consumers. In addition, after the product is consumed by customers, it will have two
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sotances and energy resources, leading to the third phase: production. Click here to see the sample answer: question of the difficult chart # 15: the map below is from the city of garlsdon. write a report for a university professor who describes the information shown in the diagram. click here to see the sample response: difficultQuestion # 8: The two
maps below show an island, before and after the construction of some tourist facilities. A new supermarket (S) is planned for the city. Add the information by selecting and reporting on the main features, and make comparisons where relevant. As noted, the first step in product manufacturing is planning and design according to needs. The pie chart
compares the number of bedrooms in these homes of a person. Click here for the sample Answer: Difficulty Graph Question # 27: Plan Below is a health center in 2005. In general, most of the seven production phases have a direct effect on the environment. In addition, customers provide feedback to improve product planning. Click here for the
sample Answer: Difficulty Graph Question #6: The table below provides information on rental costs and salaries in three areas of London. Finally, comments are collected to help the designers in their next plans. However, product recycling reduces negative impacts on the ecosystem.
Tổng hợp 101 bài test IELTS listening thực từ IELTS Fighter sẽ giúp ích cho các bạn trong quá trình luyện nghe tiếng Anh, ôn thi IELTS được hiệu quả hơn. Nếu bạn còn khoảng 2 – 4 tuần trước kỳ thi IELTS thì cách tốt nhất các bạn nên luyện đề. Qua quá Additional requirements. GCSE: Grade 4/C in English language and 4/C mathematics Access
course tariff: All access courses considered. Must pass 60 credits and have overall merit profile on 45 L3 credits. All students from non-majority English speaking countries require proof of English language proficiency, equivalent to an overall IELTS score of 6.0 with a minimum of 5.5 … IELTS Writing Task 2 Topics with Band 7-8-9 Samples. l. Recent
Actual Tests 2021. ... Recent Actual Tests 2019. IELTS Writing Recent Actual Tests 2019 with Band 8-9 Samples ... Download PDF Version. Reading. Cambridge Tests British Council … Website Builder. Mobirise is a free WYSIWYG Web Editor that allows any user with absolute no coding skills to set up a beautiful website in no longer than a few
hours. 29.09.2021 · Youngsters today move through a gruelling education system that goes on almost unendingly. Right from when parents send them to kindergarten at a tender age of 4 or 5 to completing their graduation, there is a constant barrage of information hurled at them. It is a puzzling task to make sense of this vast amount of unstructured
information. Vocabulary, punctuation and spelling must always be checked. Writing, editing and rewriting is a must, preferably at least 1-2 drafts before a final version is written. Some statement of purpose sample essays can be found below to give you an idea of what it should look like. Below is a checklist that can be used to draft a SOP.
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